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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
This whitepaper is for information purposes only and may be subject to
change.
Instantily cannot guarantee the accuracy of the statements made or implied
and/or conclusions reached in this whitepaper.
Instantily does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and
warranties (whether expressed or implied by statute or otherwise)
Instantily does not make and expressly disclaims all representations and
warranties (whether expressed or implied by statute or otherwise) whatsoever,
including but not limited to:
any representations or warranties relating to merchantability, fitness for
a particular purpose, description, suitability or non-infringement; that the
contents of this document are accurate and free from any errors; and that such
contents do not infringe any third-party rights.
Instantily shall have no liability or damages of any kind arising out of the use,
reference or reliance on the contents of this whitepaper. This whitepaper may
content references to third-party data and industry publications. As far as
Instantily is aware, the information reproduced in this whitepaper is accurate
and that its estimates and assumptions are reasonable. However, there no
assurances ass to the accuracy or completeness of this information. Although.
Information and data reproduced in this whitepaper are believed or have been
obtained from reliable sources, we have not independently verified any of the
information or data from third-party sources referred to in this whitepaper or
ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such sources.
As of the date of publication of this whitepaper, Instantily is not aware of. Any
potential uses outside the Instantily and are currently not permitted to be sold
or otherwise traded on third-party exchanges.
This whitepaper does not constitute advise nor a recommendation by
Instantily, its officers, directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors, or
consultants, or any other person to any recipient of this whitepaper on the
merits of participation in the Instantily Token sales.
Participation in the Instantily Token sales carries substantial risk that could lead
to loss of all or substantial portion of funds used to purchase the Token.
No promises of future performance or value are or will be made with respect to
Instantily Token, including promise of inherent value, no promise of continuing
payments, and no guarantee that Instantily Token will hold any particular
value.
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Unless prospective participants fully understand and accept the nature of
Instantily proposed business and the potential risks inherent in Instantily Token,
they should not participate in the Instantily Token sales.
Instantily are not being structured or sold as securities.
instantily Token are sold with an intended future functionality on and access
to the platform to be developed by instantily and. All proceeds received during
Token sale may be spent freely by Instantily.
This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offering document and
is not an offer to sell, nor the solicitation of an offer to buy any investment of
financial instrument in any jurisdiction.
Instantily should not be acquired for speculative or investment purposes with
the expectation of making an investment return.
No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set
out in this whitepaper.
No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory
requirements or rules of any jurisdictions.
The publication, distribution, or dissemination of this whitepaper does not imply
that applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied
with.
Instantily could be impacted by regulatory actions and changes, including
potential restrictions on the ownership, use or possession of such tokens.
Regulators or other competent authorities may demand that Instantily revises
the mechanics and functionality of Instantily to comply with regulatory
requirements or other government or business obligations. Nevertheless,
Instantily believe they have taken commercially reasonable steps to ensure
that its planned mechanics are proper and in compliance with currently
considered regulations.
Instantily is in the process of undertaking further legal and regulatory analysis
of the functionality and mechanics of Instantily Tokens.
Following the conclusion of this analysis, we may be required to amend the
functionality of Instantily in order to ensure compliance with any legal or
regulatory obligations that apply to us.
We shall update this whitepaper and publish a notice on our website in the
event that any changes are made to this effect.
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ABSTRACT
Instantily is a fast, safe and scalable cryptocurrency investment project,
which provides opportunities for enrichment to investors and community
development through a staking program. We believe that everyone should be
carried along in this ongoing blockchain revolution and we are committed to
add to the revolution our building stone by taking the benefit of this revolution
to the people who had no access to technology innovation.
Instantily staking platform will truly bring opportunities to change the financial
traditional way of investing as well as creating a new era of a better living.
Instantily provides an opportunity to receive up to 350% profit through the
staking reward program on a hourly profit allocation basis and multiplying your
asset by a 1000 through Instantily Token price growth.
Our mission at Instantily is to become a leading, safe and trustworthy
investment foundation and provide opportunities for our community and
investors to enrich themselves and better their lives. We aim to build the
best and strongest infrastructure in the digital asset industry, providing the
highest quality, safe and convenient, yet efficient services for cryptocurrency
enthusiasts, spreading blockchain adoption in all walks of life and opening up
the minds towards adoption. Leading the way of the new digital ERA.
We also hope to become the leading financial investment project in the
cryptocurrency field for community development and structural development.
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
The past few years have noticed a flourishing industry, which is still spreading
“Blockchain technology” through the subsequent appearance of bitcoin around
2009 and other digitally encrypted currencies which facilitate peer-to-peer value exchange transactions at lower rates. This insurgence created a great number of industries to flood into this technology.
Ethereum, which was born afterwards, adopts a unique smart contract
technology gave birth many others through the issuance of ERC20 tokens.
Financial investment projects are developing rapidly and booming, however, so
far, many projects have been confronted with the risk of being tagged as scam,
or stopped by regulatory authorities, which represented the following aspects:
- Firstly, the development orientation: Many financial projects are developed on
the blockchain platform, which sounds interesting and committed to huge profits, however, they have not been able to give good or proper development orientation or were over-oriented such that it couldn’t really be implemented.
- Secondly, the failure to pay Investors interests: Most projects committed to
pay investors between 10% and up to 50% within a short or longer period but yet
couldn’t clearly explain nor justify where the funds were gotten to pay those interests which caused most of them to fold as running “Ponzi schemes”.
- Thirdly, those with the intention to scam/cheat: It’s unfortunate to admit but
many blockchain projects still come up almost on a daily basis with the sole intention to cheat and steal people’s funds and disappear in the shadows… Many
made millions of dollars out of people’s hard-earned funds and disappeared as
soon as they reach their goals.
These 3 factors are the primary motivating factors that gave birth to Instantily, this is because many cryptocurrency projects today still belong to one of
these earlier mentioned categories. But we believe that it must not be so, we
aim to stand out as a top and reliable Cryptocurrency investment platform.
The ultimate reason of failure for most of these companies is due to the fact that
they overlooked community development, and mainly focus on founders’ profits,
and that of few investors and ignore the community inadvertently.
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We believe that a project success is rooted
in building on the foundation of a strong
community.
Instantily is the world’s first cryptocurrency
Investment project which is committed to its
community and focuses on giving everyone
profit and benefits both Private Investors
and the community. Developed with the end
user’s profit in mind, Instantily has as goal
to provide its members financial freedom.
With a focused social wealth generation
ecosystem and become the facto standard
token for the blockchain industry.
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OUR SOLUTIONS
Giving recent scandals in the industry, it’s understandable that
the market has grown skeptical towards cryptocurrency projects.
However, Instantily provides a solution that has the potential
to transform the industry. The open ledger actually provides
opportunity for transparency, enabling efficiency.
Instantily will not run any crowdfunding event, rather through its
platform provides a limited number of opportunities for benefiting
from this project with close to no risk.
Having learned from other’s failures and weakness, we could
leverage on and build a reliable and efficient system that
guarantees sustainability and system stability.
We provide a strong, flexible, reliable and scalable business
approach that enables us to guarantee a strong and stable cryptoinvestment program.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Blockchain technology and cryptocurrency crowdfunding (ICOs) are
two terms that have changed the world’s economy as we know it.
On one hand, we have Blockchain technology, which gave birth to
the decentralized financial infrastructures providing more privacy,
security, transparency and efficiency than the traditional financial
system. On the other hand, we have the phenomenon of ICOs which
enabled small, ideas to turn into great projects and businesses by
providing an easier funding mechanism to those projects’ bearers.
At Instantily, we have witnessed the impact these caused to the
world at large, and the financial industry in particular and we believe
that they offer a rapidly-expanding and positive influence. Instantily
is seeking to combine the benefits of both blockchain technology
and the ICOs concept to create a new blockchain-powered
Investment that enable the community to naturally profit from it
without Instantily standing as a security.
Instantily is conceived and developed by a passionate team of
cryptocurrency enthusiast and cryptocurrency trading experts with a
combined 23years of experience.
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Having learned from the mistakes of those who came earlier and
failed, we built a strong and scalable business model that will in a
way guarantee the sustainability of the platform.
Unlike other projects, Instantily has developed an ecosystem which
will be key to generating a substantial benefit to investors and the
its community. Instantily therefore, has the potential and resources
to fulfil the promise of a scalable blockchain platform. Instantily
highlights a financial investment project fully backed by its tokens
“TILY”; a fully compatible ERC20 token issued on Ethereum network,
its aim is to focus on the digital assets with the basic purpose of
bringing substantial profit to investors and the backing community.
Instantily aims to attract major ratio capital by offering “Promotional
Packages” ranging from 2000 TILY TO 1000000 TILY. After purchase of
TILY (Instantily tokens), every purchaser will automatically have his
TILY token activated on an “active deposit balance” of the staking
program which will start generating between 0.14% to 0.22% hourly
reward depending on the TILY purchased/deposited.
As per Instantily business model, the funds generated through
TILY promotional sales will constitute a supplement to Instantily
business funds to be used for running expenses, trading activities
and buy-back program. Instantily buy-back program called “Instant
Converter” will be fully funded by profits generated throughout
trading activities and 30% of tokens sales.
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Instantily will address the shortages and drawbacks in the way
investments occur and are handled in the financial system.
Instantily targets people with access to adequate capital who are
seeking an opportunity to invest in a profitable and trustworthy
cryptocurrency project but lack either the experience and
knowledge, or the time to make such profitable cryptocurrency
trading activities. Instantily is a blockchain technology platform
launched to serve those in either of these situations named earlier
and to pave a way for both business owners and investors to meet in
the digital market and increase their potential of securing funds and
making smart investments.
By providing potential profit with minimum efforts, we aim to foster
cryptocurrency adoption in the financial investment industry and
converting smart ideas to real financial investments projects.
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BUSINESS MODEL
Instantily focuses to solve the problem of efficient cryptocurrency
investment without standing as a security token. This is
possible through a digital blockchain powered platform and a
comprehensive ecosystem.
To this end, we have classified our process of execution as follows:
Instantily Platform: The core of the system, and the central business
campaigns and activities, fund raising and governance. The
platform offers a special staking reward program and many other
features including some promotional events, a buy-back program,
and e-commerce features. All interactions are done with TILY tokens
as sole payment option to buy/purchase products and/or services.
Instantily Ecosystem: Our ecosystem will focus on the execution of
our platform services and features, including but not limited to local
expansions. Instantily users can access the platform and select
products and/or services they are interested in and buy/purchase
with their TILY tokens. Instantily ecosystem will then digitally and/or
physically execute the transactions and deliver the product and/or
services to the users.
Instantily Token (TILY) is an ERC20 compatible token issued on
Ethereum blockchain and is the holding asset for investors as well
as the only means for paying/purchasing product and/or services
offered by Instantily platform.
Instantily ecosystem stands out from other similar products.
Instantily Offers 0.14% to 0.22% hourly staking rewards depending on
the amount of TILY tokens user is holding, expanding our ecosystem
through diverse activities including periodic promotional offers we
aim to have an ever-growing community and drive token market
demand with our buy-back program.
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We aim to raise initial funding through our Promotional package
where TILY tokens will be sold with discount up to 15% from prevailing
market price, having already listed TILY tokens on ETHFLYER prior to
platform launch.
We cannot guarantee any profit, and we all understand that every
financial investment is not without risk of serious loss of funds.
However, we can guarantee a fix hourly profit on our staking
program, while keeping up to 30% of total TILY token supply, our buyback program backed by our profit generated through our trading
and ecommerce activities will in turn back our staking rewards
program.
We provide trusted, fast and reliable services to solve the major
challenges most investors face with traditional investment methods.
Instantily platform features a marketplace where users can choose
from the various offers and use TILY tokens to access/invest after
reviewing relevant information and scoring presented by the
platform, allowing users to make easy and well-grounded decisions.
Open ledger powered by the blockchain industry on which Instantily
Token are issued makes all system transactions transparent,
which eliminates fraud and pyramid schemes. Anyone can easily
check and verify all transactions and understand if the company’s
compensation plan is honest.
We can guarantee fixed hourly profit up to 0.22% because we have
control over the maximum TILY staking the system can accept, and
all rewards are then awarded accordingly. Having for example a
max staking cap of 100000 TILY, we can easily put aside 200000
TILY to offer staking rewards. That’s why the staking program isn’t
unlimited, but periodically limited based on available TILY tokens.
Using this approach, we stand out from many others and ensure the
company never deprives investors of their rewards, and the rewards
will always be available because of upfront smart plans.
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Our buy-back program, called Instant Converter enables our users
to instantily convert their TILY tokens (including staking rewards) into
ETH directly on Instantily Platform without the need of an exchange.
However, this buy-back program is funded by 30% of tokens sales
plus 50% of our ecosystem profit.
This converter module is set up to guarantee fair usage through
daily limits and cap, also will serve users as long as funding is
available. Nevertheless, users may also withdraw their earned TILY
directly to their ERC20 address and trade it on listed exchange sites.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
Instantily platform is as simple as 3 steps:
1- Signup (and verify email address)
2- Activate 2fa
3- Make deposit
Instantily will raise an operational capital by providing promotion
packages in form of staking program, from 2000 TILY to 10 000 000
TILY, users may take advantage of promotional packages and
purchase TILY with a discount and additional bonus or buy directly
from listed exchange site and make deposit.
After depositing TILY tokens, users will receive instant profit up to 35%
of amount deposited and up to 0.22% hourly profit.
30% of Tokens sold through our Promotional program will be
reserved for our unique buy-back program, while 45% will be used
for Project expansion and 25% for trading activities of which 50% of
generated profit will be used to fund the buy-back program.
Our buy-back program called Instant converter was specially
crafted for those who don’t have enough time, or knowledge to trade
on their Listed exchange. This will offer a smooth and swift way to
convert TILY to ETH directly on Instantily Platform.
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PLATFROM OVERVIEW
Website homepage

https://www.instantily.com

Beautifully crafted mobile and desktop website, the website is the
first contact everyone has with instantily and it represents the core
image of our poject, and it gives a basic overview of the project.
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Members’ Dashboard

https://stake.instantily.com

This is the members backoffice, showing primarily the
user’s account summary, active deposit, wallet balance
and more, including a section for a video that may be
updtated from time to time.
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The promotional package offer is limited
offer allowing members to buy TILY tokens at
discounted price with up to 100% bonus. This
is specially designed to raise initial running
capital for the platform and fund platform
development and operations, however to
keep the system fair and profitable for our
member we cannot indefinitely offer tokens at
a discounted price, that’s why this promotional
package has a limited quantity of TILY that
may sold and once sold out, it won’t ever be
available for members.

Promotional Packages
https://stake.instantily.com/control_room/business_room/promo_packs
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This page displays your unique
deposit address. To TILY deposits,
one just needs to copy the address
displayed on this page. This page
equally has a calculator to help you
calculate profits to help decide the
TILY amount to deposit. The hourly
profit one earns is determined by
the amount of TILY deposited, each
deposit is treated independtly.

Deposit Page
https://stake.instantily.com/control_room/business_room/balance/make_deposit
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Investing into Instantily Platform is a simple as making a
minimum deposit of 2000 TILY. On this deposit page you
can view your unique deposit address. Your investment will
be automatically activated once your Token deposit has 10
confirmations and start yielding profit the following hour.
when you deposit, your deposit start attracting 0.14% to 0.22%
depending on the amount deposited... (which includes your
deposit when the total cap is reached)
e.g. For a total cap of 150% your real gain is 50%
(understanding that from the hourly profit which will total
150% at that frequency of 0.14% up to 0.22% hourly depending
on the token amount includes your seed deposit).
However, it is possible to cancel your deposit and withdraw your
TILY tokens 72hrs after activation attracting 8.5% cancellation
fee.
While cancelling a deposit, you will receive the balance
compared to already generated profit and not the total
amount deposited; Assuming you have already received
50% from the hourly profit, when cancelling you will receive
41.5% (considering 8.5% cancellation fee) and lose the profit
projected profit. This is because cancelling your active deposit
puts an end of the staking contract, thus a cancellation of any
expected or projected profit. Your profit is only guaranteed when
your deposit reaches 21days before cancellation.
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Instant Converter
https://stake.instantily.com/control_room/business_room/balance/converter/convertTILY

This module was conceived as our internal buy-back program, and
specifically useful to those who don’t understand/master cryptotrading skills, thus eliminating the stress/need to learn how to trade on a
particular exchange; right now, only TILY/ETH is supported, meanwhile we
will enable TILY/BTC, TILY/USDT.
Liquidity on Instant-Conversion is guaranteed by 30% of token public/
private sales and 50% of our trading activities profit. To reduce the risk of
funds loss and hack attempts, no one can withdraw, convert or transfer
TILY tokens without enabling 2fa, additionally the Conversion module
requires staff/support team intervention. However, it can take between
4hrs to 24hrs for a conversion to be successfully executed and posted to
destination address.
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Account Settings
https://stake.instantily.com/control_room/account/security

This module enables members/users to edit their account
information, enabling/disabling 2fa, changing withdrawal
address, changing password etc.
The platform will constantly be improved to guarantee best
user’s experience and more modules will be added accordingly.
You are advised to familiarize yourself with the platform
exploring all menu/links.
There is an ongoing bug-bounty program and up to $100 worth
of TILY tokens to award, feel free to send us an email at
admin@instantily.com with your findings.
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TOKEN DETAILS

(Instantily – TILY)

Instantily Token (TILY) is the native token of Instantily project and
the sole payment option for investing and getting paid through
the platform. TILY is an erc20 compatible token issued on Ethereum
blockchain, and the powerline of Instantily Ecosystem.
The adoption of cryptocurrencies will impact the way we invest in
the future and Instantily is poised to play a leading role in this new
technology move.
Instantily platform provides an ecosystem of services through an
easy-to-use interface, connecting the investment industry and the
digital world while allowing full transparency and traceability of
token supply.
Instantily services include an internal exchange to convert your TILY
to ETH, a staking reward system with is the core of our investment
platform and a huge potential through expansion and other
strategic marketing plans to ensure a happy community.
TILY contract add: 0x834625f5d8b006d70a6caaeef73c29442f156daf
23

Tokens Allocations
35%
20%
15%
20%
8%
2%
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-

Initial staking reward program.
Founder and Development team
Marketing
Project reserve
Trading activities including competitions.
Airdrop campaigns.

Having in mind that Instantily will not run any
crowdfunding event, these funds maybe primarily
generated from private tokens sales.

Project Funds allocation
Referral program - 20%
Trading activities - 30%
Founder and Development team - 10%
Marketing - 12%
Project expansion - 18%
Promotional offers and contests - 10%
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PROFIT PRINCIPLE
Instantily is a unique Program designed to make everyone enjoy and
benefit from their crypto-currency venture.
Our complex ecosystem has been designed to make our platform
stand out and become the most sought-after cryptocurrency
investment platform.
To achieve our goals, we have designed few features to empower
our platform and thus creating a two-way profit principle.

Periodic contests and Promotions
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Having our community members and investors in mind, we need
to offer multiple income opportunities for both. This will enable
to create buzz around our wonderful project while increasing our
community members in the process. The periodic contests and
promotional offers will foster project growth, and create multiple
happy members in the process.

Ecommerce and Multiple Utilities Based features

It’s no news that the e-commerce industry is a fast-growing
industry, and no better way to foster crypto-currency adoption than
the e-commerce industry. However, our venture into this industry will
open us up to a larger audience and strengthening our ecosystem
this industry will be our greatest asset.
Not limiting our spread, we will diversify our activities, including but
not limited to offline investments opportunity such as the real-estate
industry, while our primary income generating strategy would be our
main area of expertise which is cryptocurrency trading. Profit from
our trading activities will play a major role in our buy-back program.
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Profitable crypto-trading and investment
Instantily primary line of activity; our team of experts devoting 65%
of its time on cryptocurrency trading activities will be the sustaining
force of our project.
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OUR STRENGTH
There are some major aspects that show the strength of
our company such as:

High profitability
When it comes to high profitability, our blockchain based investment
platform leverage on the power of staking program and affiliate
rewards giving our users a very flexible income opportunity. We
have our focus on wining the trust of our community members and
investors that we provide multiple opportunities to multiply the
assets by up to 1000% through our contests and promotional offers.

Transparency
As a blockchain company, the open ledger facilitates the full transparency through the smart contract.

High Liquidity
By extending our ecosystem to local investment ventures, and other
use cases such as the e-commerce marketplace our project stands
a chance to attract a large community of users and investors.

Security
we cannot take this lightly, as security is really a vital aspect of
every online business, especially crypto-currency projects. Our
infrastructure will be designed in such a way that no single person
will have access to our entire financial accounts or assets at any
time. We will be maximizing our investment towards fortifying
our systems to ensure full compliance with strict regulations on
customer data protection, asset storage and system security.
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MISSION &VISION
The mission of Instantily is to stand out as a leading cryptocurrency
investment platform, providing optimal opportunities to our
community members and investors to benefit from cryptocurrency
against all odds. We aim to build the strongest, most reliable and
legit infrastructure in the digital asset industry, providing highest
quality, save, convenient and efficient services for cryptocurrency
enthusiasts, promoting the cryptocurrency application across all
industries, and expanding cryptocurrency potential, thus leading the
way in the crypto era.
Running on blockchain and smart contract to provide a secure
investment environment for digital assets, Instantily will build a
strong and robust ecosystem by opening the value of digital assets
and physical business, connecting to all walks of life; a bridge
between digital currency and global investors.
The transformation and ever evolving cryptocurrency industry will
eventually enable digital economy to serve physical industry and
promote the blood circulation of a real economy.
Becoming a leading cryptocurrency financial investment platform
for community development is our principal goal.
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OUR ENGAGEMENT
In order to accomplish our mission and commitment to our
community members and investors we engage ourselves to:
Give 100% efforts and attention to bring the highest possible
profit for investors.
Ensure no token inflation and will commit ourselves to do
whatever is our reach to promote the platform, thus creating market
demand and consequently impacting the token price on an uptrend
in the first 3 years of project launch.
However, we remain clear on the fact that we cannot guarantee uptrend
on token price valuation and that the community and the market are
highly responsible for the token price/valuation. Nevertheless, we believe
that continuous promotion and marketing will create a high demand and
eventually sustain the token price on an uptrend.

Ensure the bests liquidity for investors through our buy-back
program and instant conversion to ETH or BTC at any time on our
website.
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Actively implement all projected project features, including
expansion and offline investment to strengthen the stability of the
project and its effectiveness.
Ensure transparency of all transactions and expenditure activities while simplifying all project investment procedures.
Develop multiple use cases (Utilities) to promote project expansion and adoption
To ensure adequate support to our community members and
investors.
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PROJECT EXPANSION
Our expansion plans and strategies are aimed at ensuring project
liquidity.
With a long-term vision in mind, Instantily will expand in other
industries such as the real estate investment industry and other
profitable industries.
Including an expansion towards various industries such as realestate investments, e-commerce and drop-shipping, we plan to
extend our business model and profit system across various life
application, thus diversifying our investments and income strategies
to ensure sustainability and platform stability.
We believe that to stand out and increase the demand of our Tokens
we need to touch the largest possible audience, therefore 25% of our
generated profit will be set aside monthly to finance our expansion
needs.
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WHY JOIN INSTANTILY TODAY?
For Investors
With regards to the ratio of high profitability on our staking program,
the blockchain based financial investment may make things easier
for us, and help sustain as much as 210% profit to our investors
through our staking reward system. This will also increase the
opportunity to multiple one’s asset by up to 1000 times through few
re-investments of earned profit.

1- Guaranteed hourly profit between 014% to 0.22% added
automatically and instantly available for withdrawal at any
time.
2- Protection of investors from fraud and pyramid schemes
3- Investors security enhanced through 2fa and email
validation.
4- Fast, simple and reliable investment platform using
project native tokens.
5- All investments are made using project’s native tokens
(TILY), likewise all profits are paid in same tokens. This gives
investors a full control and influence over token Price on
listed Exchange.
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6- Full protection of investors information, safety and
security of project database, including full transparency
through open ledger made possible thanks to the
blockchain technology.
7- Exclusion of unfair actions on the part of developers and/
or employees as well as external intervention.
8- Investors can withdraw their earned tokens with ease
and processed with a maximum of 72hrs.

For the community
Because we believe that the strength of every crypto currency
project is rooted in the strength of its community we devoted
enough time to consider the community and how our project may
best serve our community. 75% of most crypto currency project
is made of freebie seekers (also known as airdropers) and this
community is not an investing community but divers a very kin and
adequate attention, because their impact on the project cannot be
overlooked.
This brought us to considerably devise strategies and actions plans
which will make this community strengthen the project and get lot of
benefit in return.
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2% of total token supply (2 500 000 TILY) has been dedicated to
reward our community members through airdrop campaigns and
other competitions.
1% of our monthly revenues has equally been dedicated to offer
additional rewards through multiple promotional programs
including periodic raffle draws, and cash rewards contests.
The blockchain technology or cryptocurrency industry is still on its
tender/early stage, and has much more to offer the community and
the world at large, and we believe that cryptocurrency is not just the
future but the reality, and its adoption is spreading rapidly across
the globe, and we aim to play our part in this expanding industry.
We target the creation of a last-mile solution for impactful social
projects and scaling them to fundamentally change millions of end
beneficiaries’ life.
As easy as it is to own a cryptocurrency wallet today, as it only takes
a smart phone and an internet connection, we believe that we can
impact cryptocurrency adoption by expanding cryptocurrencies
use cases and accelerate sustainable development through our
project’s vision.

For partners
This is quite a broad concept, in general, the cryptocurrency market
is a very huge market with over six thousand companies and well
over three hundred million users and growing daily. This opens us up
to a number of potential partnership opportunities. For partners it’s
obvious to spot the evident benefits.
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Among many benefits for our partners, we would like to enumerate
just a few, considering the potential market that Instantily targets.
A partner or potential Instantily Partner is one with the ability to
invite investors into our project. For one to become a partner he
must apply by sending us and email at admin@instantily.com and
after assessment of partnership requirements the partner may be
approved or rejected, however the requirements are very simple and
doesn’t require any financial implication or investment.

Below are few things to consider:
1- Firstly it’s very easy for everyone to start a partnership with us,
our potential partners may start a partnership through a verbal
or written partnership agreement without any need of investment
with Instantily. However, it’s important for our partners to register
individually on the platform for self-assessment, and that can be
done easily online.
2- The great potential of Instantily may bring and influx of cash
into the business, offering a greater cash flow for our partners. As
partner, all that may be required of you is your ability to send us an
email, and to invite investors or simply sharing your special link with
your community and earn up to 50% in commission. You can attract
potential investors and raise so much to grow your own business,
depending on performance, partners may apply for a loan to
enhance their business.
3- One of the advantages of becoming one of our partners is shared
opportunities, this can help you not just to be more productive but
also ease your flexibility to pursue more business opportunities.
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ROAD MAP
Idea brainstorming and project initialization
Q3 2019
Phase I Airdrop campaign
Q3 2019
Listing of Instantily on Exchange
Q3 2019
Full Launch of Instantily Staking program
Q1 2020
Exchange module Launched
Q1 2020
Listing Instantily token on other exchanges
Q2 2020
Launching of Instantily Exchange (Beta)
Q3 2020
Launching of Instantily e-commerce
Q1 2021
Phase II Airdrop campaign
Q2 2021
Project Expansion/further development
Q3 2021- Q3 2022
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MEET THE TEAM

Jane Holland
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jane-holland-35218315a/

Team statement
This new project is an opportunity for
the investors who wants to invest in
the most reputable cryptocurrency
project and have a good experience.
Instantily is a name of a unique Cryptocurrency investment project that is
working to encourage investors and
impact the cryptocurrency industry
positively. The primary focus of this
project is to provide maximum profit
to the investors and allocate part of
the raised funds to further expand
and sustain the project for the next
decade. Instantily is presenting this
project to illustrate the benefits of
cryptocurrency and build the trust
level that is currently very low in this
industry due to the past events that
rather created a resistance to cryptocurrency adoption.
We do consider you as part of us the
moment you decide to joing our
project in one way or the other and
you play a great role in making this
project a real success

CEO, co-Founder, 15+ years of investing
private equity into and managing
consumer products and technology
companies. Great experience in software
development, project management,
product management, financial
management, cryptocurrency trading
and fund raising including Strategic and
financial consulting.

Ignacio Luna
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ignacio-luna-2b818415a/

CFO, co-Founder, a proven commercial
leader with over 11+ years experience
in the finance and accounting industry.
with a keen strategic acumen, he also
has a stickler for strong metrics, and an
innovative spirit. His passion about the
importance and nuance of delivering
great customer experience cannot be
overemphasised.

Kellie Frank
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kellie-frank-30918415a/

CMO, Google Analytics Certified
marketer who is proficient in an array
of creative and analytical marketing
tools. Enjoys crafting compelling visuals
with thoughtful messaging to support
dynamic marketing efforts.
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CLAIMS & RISKS DISCLAIMER
Regular risks:
The regulation of tokens such as ours is still in a very nascent stage of
development. There is a high degree of uncertainty as to how tokens and
token-related activities are to be treated.
The applicable legal regulatory framework may change subsequently to
the date of issuance of this whitepaper. Such change may be impromptu,
and it’s not possible to anticipate with any degree of certainty the nature
of such regulatory evolvement.
Instantily does not, in any way, represent that the regulatory status of Instantily will remain unaffected by any regulatory changes that may arise
at any point in time before, during, and after this offering.
Crowdfunding is a financing form that involves funding a project with
relatively modest contributions from a large group of individuals. The
funding campaigns and transactions are typically conducted online.
Crowdfunding usually takes several forms such as: Equity Crowdfunding, Lending Crowdfunding, Rewards Crowdfunding and Donation
Crowdfunding.
None of Instantily or its affiliates is currently regulated or subject to the
supervision of any regulatory body. Since Instantily is not subject to
such requirements or standards, it will make decisions on those issues at
its own discretion.
While Instantily will have regard to the interests of holders of TILY tokens, it is also permitted to consider the interests of other key stakeholders and prefer these interests over the interests of token holders. This
may mean that Instantily is permitted to make decisions that may conflict with the interests of TILY holders.
Not owing any fiduciary duties to TILY holders also means that TILY token holders may have limited rights of recourse against Instantily and its
affiliates in the event of disputes.
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Tax risks:
The tax characterization of Instantily is unclear. Accordingly, the tax
treatment of which they will be subject is uncertain. Therefore, everyone who wish to receive TILY token should seek independent tax advice
prior to deciding whether to receive any token and should invest with
regulated entities instead. Instantily does not make any representation as
to whether any tax consequences may arise from purchasing or holding
TILY tokens.

Risks in Receiving/Holding TILY
Instantily cannot and does not guarantee or otherwise assure that there
are no risks in relation to the issuance of Instantily tokens. The TILY
may, depending on the manner in which the relevant issuance is affected, involve third parties or external platforms. (e.g. wallets).
The involvement of such third parties or platforms may introduce risks
that would not otherwise be present, such as misconduct or fraud by
the third parties or, failure to receive TILY tokens upon duly completed
transaction because of third party wallet’s incompatibility with the TILY.
Instantily is not responsible for any risks arising due to involvement of
third parties, including the risk of not receiving and subsequently losing
some or all TILY sent to you.

The English version of this whitepaper is the primary source of information about Instantily
Project. The information contained in this version of our whitepaper may from time to time
be translated to other languages when and/or if need arises, the translation may be carried by
outsourced freelance person, which may result in lost or misrepresented information.
The accuracy of such alternative version of the whitepaper cannot be guaranteed. In the
event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translation and the official English
version, the provisions of the English version of this document shall prevail.
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